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Abstract 

This paper describes the use of a combinatron frequency technique to measure the size distribution of oceanic 
bubbles. Written between two sea trials, the paper describes how the apparatus cart be adapted to design tests for 
specific environments and data requirements Parameters which can be changed are the sensing volume, the 
bubble radii for which data points are taken, and the degree of time resolutron in the bubble counts. 

1. Introduction 
The ability to size and count gas bubbles in liquid has many applications relevant to ocean science, including 

studies into ambient noise [I ,2], the near-surface acoustic waveguide [3,4], the atmospherelocean fluxes of mass, 
momentum and energy [5,6], precipitation [7,8], diver safety [9-1 I], dynamic loading on structures, sonar 
occlusion, cavitation inception [12], and passive sensing [13]. Because of the differing compressibilities of the gas 
and liquid, and the impedance mismatch at the bubble wall, acoustic techniques for bubble detection can be 
effective. Notably, measurement of the resonance frequency v, of a bubble can be used to estimate its equilibrium 
radius Ro, since v, is approximately inversely proportional to the bubble radius [I41 (e.g. v, Ro= 0.01 dpo  for air 
bubbles of Ro>- 10 pm in water of static pressure po). 

A sound field of given angular frequency wp (here termed the 'pumping' frequency) can drive a bubble into 
nonlinear oscillation such that it backscatters a range of frequencies including w,,, 2wp, 3wp ..., wp/2, 3 ~ ~ 1 2  ... etc. 
The closer w is to the bubble resonance, the stronger in general these emissions. Although bubble sizing has been P attempted uslng these signals, as well as with Doppler techniques and geometrical imaging, all such signals possess 
limitations [IS]: the detector may, for example, mistake a cluster of small bubbles, or a single large bubble, for a 
resonant bubble. In the method used in this paper the bubble is insonated by the 'pump' frequency a,, plus a higher, 
fixed, 'imaging' frequency oi. Because the latter is much higher than wp, the bubble pulsation is effectively 'frozen' 
during a single imaging cycle. Thus the returned signal is a measure of the geometric scattering from a target 
whose acoustic cross-section varies periodically. This is shown in figure 1, where the signal returned by the bubble 
consists of the imaging frequency, amplitude modulated by the pump frequency. Consequently the spectrum of the 
returned signal contains peaks at wi+wp, the amplitudes of which increase with the pulsation amplitude of the 
bubble and therefore, if the amplitude of the pump signal is frequency-independent, with the nearness of wp to the 
bubble resonance. If the off-resonance contributions from bubbles of a size similar to those resonant at w,, can be 
incorporated into an analysis of the wi+wp signals, then in principle the aifw,, signals can be used to estimate the 
number of bubbles resonant at 4 in the sensing volume. The two-frequency insonation may also generate signals 
at oi+w42 with much reduced off-resonance and non-bubble contributions than the wi?wp signal [16]. In both 
techniques the high frequencies allow specific spatial localisation, and low signal-to-noise ratios since bubble- 
mediated information is transposed from a comparatively noisy frequency window around wp up to a frequency 
window around wi. Whilst wi+wp12 signals are appropriate for high-accuracy measurements of individual bubbles 
(as might be useful as a sensor for pressure changes [17]), the parametric nature of the emissions require that the 
pump signal amplitude at the bubble must be very well controlled. This makes it less suitable for bubble 
measurement in the oceanic environment than the w,+wp signal used here. When the w$wp technique is used at sea, 
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care must be taken to account correctly for the contributions to the slgnal of off-resonant, and non-bubble, sources, 
and the techniques for so doing are now described. 

Time (ms) 

Figure I .  Returned signals from a bubble insonated at two frequencles, measured with a high frequency probe - the 
high frequency imaging signal was set at 1.1 MHz, and the bubble resonance/pump frequency at 2 / 6 0  Hz. The data 
was sampled at 10 MHz on a LeCroy 9314L digital oscilloscope. The pump signal ampllrude is 25 Pa. The high 
carrier frequency plots so densely as to appear black in the figure. 

Earlier workers investigated the w,fo,, signal for measuring an oceanlc bubble population [18], using a chirped 
slgnal between 2.5 and 6 kHz, w ~ t h  an ~maging frequency of 450 kHz. However In those tests no distinct~on was 
made between bubble-mediated coupling and that caused by turbulence, and no compensation was made either for 
the significant off-resonance nature of the w,fwp signal, or for the pump transducer frequency response. Later 
workers documented how turbulent effects can be distinguished from the bubble signals, and compensatlon made 
for the off-resonant contribution to the O,'W,, signal [19]. By employing discrete tones as the pump signal, the 
variable frequency response of the source transducer could be removed allowing constant and clearly-defined 
bubble insonation conditions. Interpretation of the energy at the w,hp frequencles in terms of bubble numbers 
requires modelling of the bubble response. The method used here produces absolute bubble counts, rather than 
relying on adjustable parameters or fitting models based on historical measurements to the data. Both current and 
earlier workers [18-211 used simplified forms of the Rayleigh-Plesset equation, whlch are used to obtaln 
expressions for the pressure amplitudes at the various frequency locations [20,21]. However these earlier 
procedures [18,20,21] took account only of viscous damping of the bubble motion, which for the bubbles under 
discussion here and earlier is an order of magnitude smaller than damping through thermal and radiation losses 
(Newhouse and Shankar [21] made the damping an unknown varlable which they optimised to glve best fit between 
their measured data and the bubble counts they expected). Ignoring the thermal and radiation effects produces 
errors of > 36 dB in relative energies invested at w, and w,fw The algorithm for lnterpretlng acoustic data In terms 

p. . of bubble counts used in this paper incorporates all three damp~ng mechanisms, and reduces such errors to < 1 dB. 
Full detalls of the analysts, and of its use In the calibration of the bubble detector (wh~ch wlll be summar~sed In 
section 2.1) have been reported elsewhere [19]. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1 Laboratory calibration 
Calibration of the apparatus was performed to ensure that the energy of the wifw,, signals could be related to the 

signal strength associated with one resonant bubble. This was achieved through examination of the acoustic 
scattering from a steady stream of bubbles of known size. The equipment schematic is shown in figure 2. The pump 
frequency signal was generated using a Tektronix 2005 arbitrary waveform generator controlled via a GPIB cable 
connected to a PC, which was passed into a Bruel and Kjaer 2713A power amplifier. The pump transducer 
comprised a 104 mm inside diameter piezoceramic ring transducer which was set into a polyurethane foam and 
encased in a nylon housing. The imaging signal was generated by a 1 MHz crystal oscillator amplified with an EN1 
240L RF power amplifier, and this was passed to the imaging signal transducer (the head of a Therasonic 1030 
ultrasonic therapy unit as manufactured by Electro Medical Supplies) which was potted inside a 45 mm diameter 



aluminium cyl~nder to protect ~t when used In the open sea The lmaglng s~gnal  ampl~tude at the focus of the two 
transducers was measured as 30 kPa uslng a cal~brated needle hydrophone (act~ve element dlameter = 0 5 mm) w ~ t h  
a HP1 submers~ble pre-ampl~fier, as manufactured by P r e c ~ s ~ o n  Acoust~cs Ltd 
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Figure 2. Schematic of the equipment used in the lab tesrs Figure 3. The sensitivity within the sampling 
volume, for the geometry employed in the Channel 
test. 

The returned signal from the bubble was monitored using a Panametrics V302 piezoceramic transducer, 
similarly potted in a 45 mm diameter sleeve, and conditioned using a Panametrics 5670 preamplifier. The 
preamplified signal was then heterodyned with a reference signal from the crystal oscillator: this results in the 
useful information contained just above and below the imaging frequency being reproduced at just above dc, 
enabling much lower sampling rates and data storage. The low frequency information was filtered to prevent 
aliasing using a Barr and Stroud EF5-02 46 dBloctave filter and acquired by a LeCroy 93 14L storage oscilloscope. 
For the laboratory tests the data was sampled at SO kHz and 10,000 points taken. 

Calibration involved, first, verification of the model through comparison of its predictions with the measured 
energy distribution in the spectra scattered from the bubbles in the stream. Second, the sensitivity of the high 
frequency receiver transducer was estimated. Third, the behaviour of resonant bubbles at the specific pump 
frequencies used in the oceanic tests were modelled (using parameters applicable to sea water, rather than those of 
fresh water as  used in modelling the lab tests). With application of the same sensitivity adjustment and the relevant 
preamplifier 1 heterodyner corrections, this provided an estimate of the signal levels expected from the different 
bubbles resonant at the specific pump frequencies chosen. 

The calibration was done once in November 1995 in preparation for tests in the surf zone off a beach in the 
North Sea, and again in March 1997 before tests in deeper water in the English Channel. In each case the 
transducer geometry employed in the tank tests was unchanged for the subsequent ocean trial, which allowed 
certain parameters in the pulsation model to be poorly defined without any loss of accuracy [19]. However the two 
ocean tests used different transducer geometries, so that the sampling volume of the instrument was smaller for the 
North Sea trial (0.2 cm3) than in the English Channel trial (1.0 cm3). This change was made because in the first test 
a very small test volume was desirable since it was supposed that the bubble number densities would be very high, 
so that reducing the volume would reduce the chance of acoustic shielding causing under-counting. It was also of 
interest to investigate how small a test volume could reasonably be generated with this apparatus. However for the 
English Channel tests, a larger test volume was desirable (to lessen the effect of spatial inhomogeneity in the 
bubble field by sampling a larger volume) and allowable (since predictions suggested that the bubble densities 
would be lower out of the surf zone). In each case the sensing volume was calculated by modelling the beam 
patterns of the two high frequency transducers using a Rayleigh integral over their surfaces. When these patterns 
were overlapped in the same layout as the transducer arrangement, they allowed the insonation volume to be 
estimated. This gave an insonation volume, defined by where the sensitivity fell off to 3 dB of its peak value. The 
result of such a procedure for the English Channel transducer geometry is shown in figure 3, where the distance 
between both the high frequency transducers and the focus is 16 cm. 
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2.2 Oceanic data collection 
The equipment used in the sea trials was largely similar to that used in the laboratory experiments, and the 
schematic is shown in figure 4. The most important difference in the layout of the oceanic equipment is the 
provision of a remote equipment canister, which was set up in the sea and attached to the land based equipment via 
an underwater bulkhead connector and 200 m of waterproof cable, as manufactured by PDM Group. The canister 
comprised a 1000 mm long x 355 mm diameter watertight aluminium alloy cylinder, which was painted to 
minimise corrosion, and clamped to a rigid scaffold structure as shown in figure 5. This canister contained the high 
frequency power amplifier, the crystal oscillator and heterodyner equipment, the returned signal RF preamplifier, 
and a temperature sensor to monitor the effects that the enclosed space had on the potential of the equipment to 
overheat. Additionally, a differential amplifier pair was added to the returned signal circuit to ensure that no signal 
corruption occurred when passed down the 200 m cable: this additional step was analysed in the laboratory and its 
frequency response quantified. Because of the higher pump frequencies involved, the data was sampled at 500 kHz, 
and 50,000 points were taken. To speed up the data collection and storage, the Tektronix output waveform 
comprised all four frequencies in one signal, and the LeCroy oscilloscope sampling the data was triggered by 
markers from the signal generator to allow the individual sections to be identified in the returned waveform. 

cable buned tn Ihe sand 

Figure 4. Schematic of the apparatus Figure 5. The arrangement of the cylinder for the 
North Sea test 

Preliminary calibration tests were carried out to ensure that the pump signal amplitude was constant for all the 
pump frequencies employed in a given test. The transducer head was immersed in a test tank to the same depth that 
it would have whilst activated in the oceanic tests. Then the pump signal amplitude measured with a constant input 
signal level at each of the pump frequencies using a Bruel and Kjaer 8103 hydrophone conditioned with an 2635 
charge amplifier. This allowed the frequency response of the pump transducer to be inverted, and a constant and 
known pump signal amplitude to be employed. 

The specific pump frequencies chosen for the North Sea tests were 28, 50,  60 and 88 kHz, so that three of these 
would coincide with measurements made in an earlier bubble count using the resonant backscatter from bubbles 
[4]. This paper is written just prior to the Channel test, for which the rig will employ two different pump signal 
regimes. In the first, pump frequencies of 17, 28, 50, 60, 88, 10, 145, 165, 180 and 200 kHz will be used, 
corresponding to bubble radii of 200, 120, 66, 55, 37, 30, 23, 20, 18 and 16 pm. These were chosen since 
examination of earlier test results [4] indicated that, with bubble radius plotted on a logarithmic scale as is usual, 
these points would readily identify a possible peak in the spectrum at around R - 20 Km (41, whilst also indicating 
key gradients in the curve. The second regime will use fewer pump frequencies, enabling finer time resolution: the 
interval between consecutive tests using the 10 pump frequencies in the first regime is 3 s, whilst in the second, 
where only 2 pump frequencies (17 and 145 kHz) are used, it is reduced to 0.85 s. Table I summarises the key 
parameters in the oceanic tests, showing how the same apparatus can be adapted to change the parameters of the 
investigation, giving the experimenter flexibility to design a given test to meet a specific requirement. 

The North Sea tests occurred between 26th and 30th November 1995, on a beach in Tunstall, East Yorkshire, 
and were carried out in tandem with a group from the Southampton Oceanography Centre. Data was taken over a 
3.5 minute period every half hour while the transducers were immersed. As the signals were broadcast 
consecutively with no gap, each measurement lasted only 0.4 s. The beach was chosen because of its slight 
gradient, which allowed the equipment to be set up at low tide and anchored to the beach, such that as the tide 



came in it would eventually cover the rig to enable measurements to be taken. The rlg was weighed down with 75 
kg metal weights at each corner which were buried in the sand. 

Table 1. The key parameters of the apparatus for the North Sea test, and for the two Channel tests. 

3. Results 
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Figure 6. The time-resolved bubble population densities, resonant at 28, 50, 60 and 88 k H z  (i.e. of radius 120, 66, 
55 and 37 pm respectively), measured at starting times of ( a )  22.00, ( b )  22.30, ( c )  23.00 and (d )  23.30 GMT on 5 
November I995 in the surf zone at Tunstall. The error associated with each point is +200% arzd -50%. Some data 
points in the consecutive tests are missing. The bubble density is expressed in terms of the number of bubbles per 
cubic metre having a radius within a I Fm range about the radius given. 

Figure 6 shows the time-resolved bubble counts found in the North Sea test. This degree of time-resolution is 
possible since the data is collected in a series of 0.4 s 'snap-shots', rather than requiring the time-averaging inherent 
in earlier studies. It should be noted that on occasions during the analysis the signal height dipped below the noise 
floor, and in these cases the particular readings have been left as gaps. In general, the smaller bubbles are the most 
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populous. Certain correlations between the counts of the various bubble sizes do appear at times (e.g. 120 - 180 s 
in (a); 20 - 40 s in (c)), although in the absence of other measurements there is no way of knowing the time-scales 
on which the population varies, and therefore whether any aliasing occurs. The time-average bubble counts, made 
by combining all the data in figure 6, have been reported in an earlier paper [19], in which the +200% and -50% 
error associated with each data point in figure 6, is described as arising primarily from the uncertainty associated 
with the sample volume: other sources of error are considered in that paper and found to be much less significant. 

4. Discussion 
In order to compare the time-resolved surf-zone data presented here with earlier historical measurements of the 

bubble population, the data must be time-averaged [19], and the results are given in figure 7. The graph suggests 
that, for a least-squares fit over the four points between 88 and 28 kHz (equivalent to 37 < Ro < 120 pm), the 
bubble distribution is fitted by n(Ro) = a~~~ where n(Ro) is the number of bubbles per cubic metre having radii 
between Ro and Ro+dRo, and a = 1.8 x 10l0 m-I and b = 2.3, with associated errors for log (a  I m) o f f  1.7 and for 
b o f f  0.9. This is higher than previous measurements, as would be expected in the surf zone. In deeper waters, the 
bubble population in the sea tends in the main to increase with wind speed and decrease with depth below the 
surface. 

hhhw,n nnd c<nke< 

\ 
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Figure 7: Comparison of time-averaged data measured in the oceanic surf zone with historical estimates, taken 
from references 141, 1241 and 1301. The error bars on the surf zone measurements mostly reflect an uncertainty in 
the measurement volume. The bubble population is expressed as the number of bubbles of a specific radius over a I 
p n  range, per unit volume. The equilibrium radii corresponding to the frequencies anticipated in the Channel tests, 
regime I ,  are also shown (arrowed). 

Optical investigations have indicated that most of the bubbles in the near-shore zone have equilibrium radii less 
than 100 pm [22]. Kolovayev [23] photographed and counted bubbles below breaking waves in the open sea at 
wind speeds of up to 13 mls, by allowing them to rise onto a transparent plate. Dissolution may have occurred [6]. 
At depths between 1.5 and 8 m the most common bubbles were those possessing a radius of around 70  pm, and 
very few bubbles were larger than Ro - 300 pm. Johnson and Cooke [24] photographed bubbles in situ in the sea, 
using a camera suspended from a surface float at depths of 0.5 to 4.0 m, and wind speeds of 8 to 13 mls. They 
observed that the distribution of bubble size narrowed with increasing depth, the larger bubbles disappearing. The 
number of bubbles greater than the minimum size they could detect (Ro = 17 pm) also decreased with increasing 
depth, decaying roughly exponentially over depth scales of order 1 m at wind speeds of I I to 13 mls, such that at a 
depth of 1.8 m the density of bubbles of a detectable size was 1.56 x lo5 m 3 .  They obtained a modal bubble radius 
in the size distribution of 40  - 50 pm. However Walsh and Mulhearn 1251 suggest that the photographic 
observations lack the resolution to accurately count the smallest bubbles. MacIntyre [26] suggests that in addition 
to the lower limit imposed by resolution, there is an upper size limit on the reliable data resulting from poor 
statistics, so that only the data for bubbles in the range 60  pm < Ro < 150 pm is reliable. Medwin [27], making 
acoustic observations in situ through examination of attenuation at various frequencies, suggests that there is 
higher proportion of much smaller bubbles. Medwin and Breitz [28] confirm that the peak in the size spectrum 
occurs at a bubble radius less than 30 pm, and Su et al. 1291 suggest that the peak is around 20 pm. Farmer and 
Vagle [4] deployed an upwardly-pointing four-frequency echo sounder (28, 50, 88 and 200 kHz) to investigate the 
bubble size distribution. Time-of-flight of reflected acoustic pulses gave a measure of distance, with a 10 cm 



resolution for vertlcal samples. The backscattered lntensrtles at the four frequenc~es for each vertlcal sample gave 
polnt measurements of the bubble populat~on at four s p e c ~ f ~ c  radu ~n the range 15 < Ro < 100 pm These were then 
employed In an lteratlve calculat~on to glve the slze dlstr~butron of the whole populat~on They speculated that an 
upper bound on the slze spectral peak occurs at Ro= 22 pm, the true peak berng closer to 20 pm 

Medwin and Breitz [28] have previously made measurements at depths less than 0.5 m, and they have used the 
variation in Q of several modes of a floating acoustical resonator to determine the bubble spectral size distribution 
at a depth of 0.25 m below a spilling oceanic breaker. The one-dimensional resonator consisted of a flat transducer 
facing a reflective plate 126 mm away, so that modes could be set up in the water between these. Bubbly water 
could flow in readily between the plates from the environment. From resonance broadening measurements for nine 
specific bubble sizes in the range 30  pm < Ro < 270 pm, Breitz and Medwin 1301 found an average bubble density 
of n(Ro) = 7.8 X lo8 iRoI ~ m ) - ~ . ~ .  In the same radius range the maximum bubble density detected was n(Ro) = 1.6 
X lo9 ( R o /  p~n)-~. ' .  Both distributions agree with the Tunstall data, with respect to the value for the exponent b 
(within the ascribed error limits), but as  expected the total population densities are higher in the surf zone 
measurements. Medwin and Breitz 1281 however found that only the larger bubbles in the range 60 pm < Ro< 240 
pm followed a n(Ro) .c ( R o /  pm)-2.6 distribution: the population of smaller bubbles (30 pm < Ro < 60 pm) decayed 
with depth as n(Ro) .c (Ro/  ~ m ) - ~ .  The size of the error bars associated with the Tunstall data prevent this kind of 
fine distinction. A (Rot  ~ m ) - ~  model distribution fits most of the data obtained by bubble counting reasonably well 
[5]. It was observations such as these that lead to the choice of frequencies employed in the Channel test. For the 
first regime, ten frequencies have been chosen (Table I), corresponding to bubbles in the range 195 pm > Ro > 16 
pm. The spacing of pump frequencies was chosen to allow resolution of the peak in the population density, which 
is expected to be at Ro - 20 pm (figure 7). With ten pump frequencies, the temporal resolution is one sample every 
3 s - this resolution is improved to a value of 0.85 s in the second test regime by restricting the number of pump 
frequencies to two (Table 1). 

5. Conclusions 
This paper described how a combination-frequency technique can be calibrated to give absolute bubble counts. 

Written after one trial and just prior to a second, it described how the apparatus could be adapted to allow the test 
to be designed to suit the environment and data requirements. Sensing volume, bubble radii investigated, and the 
degree of temporal resolution were all adjustable. For the surf zone measurements in the North Sea, a small sensing 
volume was required. The uncertainty associated with this volume was the main source of error in the final results. 
Four specific pump frequencies were investigated to enable comparison with historical data, and such a comparison 
is reported elsewhere [19]. Time-resolved data from such a test is presented here. 
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